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	Geographic information systems (GIS) have been under continuous development
	for several decades. By now, they are both well known and widely
	used, and have become integral elements of information technology applications
	in a wide variety of domains. In its simplest form, GIS software
	enables users to address a variety of questions that have two root forms:
	what are the attributes associated with a place and which places have one
	or more specified attribute(s)? Such systems are particularly helpful when
	they are used to obtain results for simple queries or to address structured
	problems that have a well-defined solution process that can be specified
	and followed as a sequence of steps.


	But many problems, particularly those that have a contested public policy
	component, are neither well structured nor clearly defined. In such cases,
	different interest groups may not only fail to agree on a solution process for
	a problem, they may fail to agree on fundamental aspects of its formulation.
	Consequently, there is no prescriptive process that can be followed to yield
	a solution. Spatial decision support systems (SDSS) are designed and implemented
	to address this class of semistructured problems with advanced
	analytical tools that help people explore a problem, learn about it, and use
	the information gained to arrive at improved decisions.


	This timely book begins with coverage of basic geospatial data handling
	concepts, methods, and materials. It places the development of SDSS concepts
	within a historical framework of development and treats important
	system components with a level of detail that is appropriate for students
	who may have different backgrounds or be at different stages of intellectual
	development. Coverage then moves on to demonstrate how these
	components can be assembled into flexible collections that are used to
	address particular types of applications. It is here, with the illustration of
	different component assemblages, that the book coheres by demonstrating
	how an SDSS can be implemented in the form of a traditional desktop
	system or using distributed, web-based services. This is done in a way
	that should prove instructive to both students and their teachers.


	I sincerely hope that you enjoy reading and learning from this book
	and that it will lead you to contribute new insights. I came away from it
	wishing that the book had been available to me many years ago when I
	was beginning to struggle with the SDSS concepts that now seem rather
	straightforward after having read these chapters.
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Non-linear Modeling and Analysis of Solids and StructuresCambridge University Press, 2009
This book presents a theoretical treatment of nonlinear behavior of solids and structures in such a way that it is suitable for numerical computation, typically using the Finite Element Method. Starting out from elementary concepts, the author systematically uses the principle of virtual work, initially illustrated by truss structures, to give a...
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Solaris 9 Sun Certified System Administrator Study GuideSybex, 2003
Here’s the book you need to prepare for Sun’s Solaris 9 System Administrator  Exams. This Study Guide provides:

	Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies  
	In-depth coverage of all official exam objectives 


Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including:
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Introduction to Game AICourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Today's game players expect increasingly realistic interaction within games. "Introduction to Game AI" teaches readers who are new to game AI the skills they need through hands-on projects based on small, understandable games. While there are many books that take a more advanced approach to this topic, this is one of the only...
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No Logo : Taking Aim at the Brand BulliesRandom House, 2000
If I squint, tilt my head, and shut my left eye, all I can see out the window is 1932, straight down to the lake. Brown warehouses, oatmeal-colored smokestacks, faded signs painted on brick walls advertising long-discontinued brands: "Lovely," "Gaywear." This is the old industrial Toronto of garment factories, furriers and...
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Ultra-Wideband Communications Systems: Multiband OFDM Approach (Wiley Series in Telecommunications & Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
The only book that provides full coverage of UWB multiband OFDM technology
Ultra-wideband (UWB) has emerged as a technology that offers great promise to satisfy the growing demand for low-cost, high-speed digital networks. The enormous bandwidth available, the potential for high data rates, and the promise for small size and low processing...
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Hands-On Reactive Programming with Python: Event-driven development unraveled with RxPYPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide to help you understand the principles of Reactive and asynchronous programming and its benefits

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the advantages of Reactive programming
	
			Use concurrency and parallelism in RxPY to build powerful reactive applications
	...
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